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High Patient Satisfaction for up to 6 Months With
OnabotulinumtoxinA Treatment for Upper Facial Lines
Joel L. Cohen, MD,* Steven Fagien, MD,† Patricia Ogilvie, MD,‡ Koenraad De Boulle, MD,§ Jean Carruthers, MD,k
Sue Ellen Cox, MD,{ Regina Kelly, MA,# Julia K. Garcia, PhD,** and Sara Sangha, PhD**

BACKGROUND OnabotulinumtoxinA safety and efficacy are well established for upper facial lines (UFL), including
forehead lines (FHL), glabellar lines (GL), and crow’s feet lines (CFL).
OBJECTIVE To investigate the association of onabotulinumtoxinA efficacy with patient-reported psychological impacts
and satisfaction in UFL.
MATERIALS AND METHODS A pooled analysis of data from 4 pivotal Phase 3 trials (onabotulinumtoxinA vs placebo in
FHL 6 GL, FHL 1 GL 6 CFL, CFL, and CFL 1 GL for #180 days) evaluated investigator-assessed $1-grade severity
improvement on the Allergan Facial Wrinkle Scale at Day 30 (responders). Facial Line Outcomes (FLO-11) Questionnaire,
Facial Line SatisfactionQuestionnaire (FLSQ), and Subject Assessment of Satisfaction of Appearance (SASA)were used to
evaluate responder appearance-related psychological impacts and satisfaction.
RESULTS OnabotulinumtoxinA patients, by primary study focus (FHL, GL, or CFL), totaled 921, 921, and 833, re-
spectively; 786 patients received placebo. Most patients were female, White, and aged 45 to 50 years (median). Through
150 days, .42% FHL, .43% GL, and $32% CFL patients were onabotulinumtoxinA responders. Responders reported
improvements in appearance-related psychological impacts (FLO-11) and high satisfaction (FLSQ and SASA), sustained
through $150 days.
CONCLUSION A$1-grade improvement with onabotulinumtoxinA is a clinically meaningful outcome in UFL, associated
with long-lasting improved patient-reported psychological impacts and high satisfaction.

Three facial regions that have been identified among
patients’ top 5 priorities for aesthetic treatment are
forehead lines (FHL), glabellar lines (GL; frown lines

between the brows), and lateral canthal lines [i.e., crow’s feet
lines (CFL)].1,2Collectivelydescribedasupper facial lines (UFL),
their appearance is known to negatively affect self-esteem, self-
perception, and mood; interfere with social interactions; and
alter perceptions by others about emotional status and age.3–5

The most commonly used treatment for UFL is neurotoxin in-
jections,6 typically performed during a single visit.7

OnabotulinumtoxinA (Botox Cosmetic; Allergan Aes-
thetics, an AbbVie Company, Madison, NJ) is indicated for
temporary improvement in the appearance of moderate to
severe FHLassociatedwith frontalismuscle activity,moderate
to severe GL associated with corrugator and/or procerus
muscle activity, and moderate to severe CFL associated with
orbicularis oculi activity.8 The US FDA approval for GL was
based on the results of 2 prospective clinical studies
demonstrating efficacy and safety of onabotulinumtoxinA
for reducing the severity of GL.9,10 FDA approval for the CFL
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and FHL indications was based on the results of 4 Phase 3
studies demonstrating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of
onabotulinumtoxinA for reducing the appearance of UFL; the
primary efficacy end point in these studies was at least a 2-
grade improvement in wrinkle severity.11–14 Efficacy and
safety data on onabotulinumtoxinA for improving the
appearance of UFL are well established, including patient-
reported psychological impact and satisfaction15,16; however,
less is known regarding patient perception of treatment among
those who achieved at least a 1-grade improvement.

The objective of this analysis was to investigate the
relationship between investigator-assessed $1-grade im-
provement in UFL severity with onabotulinumtoxinA
and patient-reported psychological impact and satisfac-
tion, using data from 4 Phase 3 registration studies.

Methods

Study Design
This analysis is based on the pooled data from 4
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter
studies of onabotulinumtoxinA (Figure 1), detailed meth-
ods of which have been described previously.11–14 The 4
studies consisted of 2 studies investigating FHL treatment in
combination with GL treatment (Studies 142 and 143) and
2 investigatingCFL treatmentwith orwithoutGL treatment
(Studies 098 and 099). The duration of follow-up assess-
ments varied across the studies (Figure 1).

Study 142 evaluated onabotulinumtoxinA treatment in
toxin-naive patients with moderate to severe FHL and GL;
patients were randomized 3:1 to receive onabotulinumtox-
inA 40 U, distributed between the frontalis muscle (20 U)
and glabellar complex (20 U) or placebo, with follow-up
assessments performed at Weeks 1 and 2 and Days 30, 60,
90, 120, 150, and 180.13

Study 143 evaluated onabotulinumtoxinA treatment in
toxin-naive patients with moderate to severe FHL, GL, and
CFL; patients were randomized 2:2:1 to receive onabotu-
linumtoxinA 40 U, distributed between the frontalis muscle

(20 U) and glabellar complex (20 U), with or without
simultaneous treatment of the orbicularis oculi muscle to
address lines in the lateral canthal areas (24 U), or placebo.
Follow-up assessments were performed at Weeks 1 and 2
and Days 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180.14

Study 098 evaluated onabotulinumtoxinA treatment
of the orbicularis oculi muscle in toxin-naive patients
with moderate to severe, bilaterally symmetrical CFL,
randomized 1:1 to receive onabotulinumtoxinA 24 U or
placebo; follow-up assessments were performed at Weeks
1 and 2 and Days 30, 60, 90, and 120, with study exit at
Day 150.11

Study 099 evaluated onabotulinumtoxinA treatment in
toxin-naive patients with moderate to severe GL and
moderate to severe, bilaterally symmetrical CFL random-
ized 1:1:1 to receive onabotulinumtoxinA 44 U (20 U to the
GL area; 24 U to CFL areas), 24 U (placebo in the GL area;
12 U per side to CFL areas), or placebo (GL and CFL areas);
follow-up assessments were performed at Weeks 1 and 2
and Days 30, 60, 90, and 120.12

Analyses
Responders

Data from Studies 142 and 143 were pooled to assess the
effects of onabotulinumtoxinA treatment for FHL and GL.
Similarly, data from Studies 098 and 099 were pooled to
assess the effects of onabotulinumtoxinA treatment for
CFL. Responders were defined as patients who received
onabotulinumtoxinA and had an investigator-assessed$1-
grade improvement from baseline in FHL or GL severity
(Studies 142 and 143) or CFL severity (Studies 098 and 099)
based on the Allergan FacialWrinkle Scale (FWS) at theDay
30 visit. The Allergan FWS is a 4-point photonumeric scale,
where 0 5 none, 1 5 mild, 2 5 moderate, and 3 5 severe.
The facial wrinkle score was measured at maximum
eyebrow elevation in the FHL studies, at maximum frown
in the GL studies, and at maximum smile in the CFL
studies.11–14

Figure 1. Phase 3 study designs and injection sites: Studies 098,11 099,12 142,13 and 143.14 CFL, crow’s feet lines; FHL, forehead
lines; GL, glabellar lines.
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Appearance-Related Psychological Impact and Patient
Satisfaction

Three validated patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures
were used to evaluate patient psychological impact and
satisfaction with onabotulinumtoxinA treatment in FHL,
GL, and CFL responders: the Facial Line Outcomes (FLO-
11) Questionnaire, the Facial Line Satisfaction Question-
naire (FLSQ), and the Subject Assessment of Satisfaction of
Appearance (SASA).16

The FLO-11 Questionnaire,17 designed to assess patient
perception of appearance-related psychological impacts of
UFL, was used in all 4 studies. Responses were graded on an
11-point numeric rating scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 10
(very much), where higher scores indicate greater negative
impact. Items 1 (bothered by facial lines), 4 (lookingolder than
actual age), and 5 (looking less attractive) were specified as
additional efficacy measures in Studies 142 and 143 and are
therefore the focus in this analysis.16Only responderswhohad
a$3-point improvement inCFL or FHL impact frombaseline
or a$4-point improvement in GL impact from baseline were
included; these responder definitions are in reference to
anchor-based meaningful change analyses conducted for each
UFL separately (Data on File, AbbVie).

FLSQ follow-up Items 4 and 518 were used in the FHL
and GL studies (Studies 142 and 143) to evaluate patient
satisfaction with receiving a natural look (Item 4) and to
assess overall satisfaction with treatment (Item 5). These
items were chosen as the focus for this analysis because they
are validated for use as single items; in addition, Item 4
assesses one of the most relevant UFL concepts as reported
by patients (Data on File, AbbVie), and Item 5 is currently
addressed in the product label for the FHL indication.
Responses were graded on a 5-point Verbal Descriptor
Scale (VDS) ranging from22 (very dissatisfied) to12 (very
satisfied). Responders were defined as those who reported
that they were very satisfied or mostly satisfied.

The SASA is a PRO measure used in the CFL studies
(Studies 098 and 099) in which patients graded their level of
satisfactionwith their appearance on a 5-point VDS ranging
from 1 (very unsatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied). Responders
were defined as those who reported that they were very
satisfied or satisfied.

Statistical Analyses
Analyses were performed on the pooled intent-to-treat
(ITT) population for each measure. Results were summa-
rized with descriptive statistics (mean, SD, number, and
percent). No imputation was applied for missing values. p
values were determined by Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel
(CMH) tests stratified by investigator site. p values for
treatment-by-investigator interaction were derived from
Breslow–Day homogeneity of the odds ratio test.

Results
Across the studies, most patients were female, White, and
between the ages of 45 and 50 years (See Supplemental
Digital Content, Table S1, http://links.lww.com/DSS/

B143). Between 48% and 69% of patients had severe UFL
at maximum contraction.

Forehead Lines and Glabellar Lines
Responders (Studies 142 and 143)
The pooled analysis of the effects of treatment on FHL and
GL contained 313 patients who received onabotulinumtox-
inA 64 U (for FHL, GL, and CFL), 608 patients who
received onabotulinumtoxinA 40 U (for FHL and GL), and
257 patients who received placebo.

Forehead Lines Responders

At Day 30, $98% of patients who had received onabotuli-
numtoxinA in either dose groupdemonstrated an investigator-
assessed$1-grade improvement frombaseline in FHLseverity
on the Allergan FWS (referred to as responders), compared
with only 13%of patients who received placebo. Nearly 65%
of patients demonstrated a $1-grade improvement in FHL
severity lasting 120 days post-treatment, and more than 42%
of patients maintained a $1-grade improvement in FHL
severity for 150 days post-treatment in both onabotulinum-
toxinA dose groups (See Supplemental Digital Content, Figure
S1, http://links.lww.com/DSS/B138). Improvement in FHL
severity persisted through Day 180 post-treatment in more
than 23% of responders.

Appearance-Related Forehead Lines Psychological Impact and
Patient Satisfaction

Patient-reported improvements from baseline scores on
psychological impacts of FHL remained higher after
onabotulinumtoxinA treatment than with placebo at all
time points through 180 days for responders in both dose
groups, as measured by FLO-11 Items 1, 4, and 5 (See
Supplemental Digital Content, Table S2, http://links.lww.
com/DSS/B144). More than 81% of responders reported
that they were mostly or very satisfied with the effect of
onabotulinumtoxinA treatment on FHL up to 180 days
post-treatment (Figure 2A), and more than 80% of
responders reported that they were mostly or very satisfied
with the natural effect of onabotulinumtoxinA treatment on
FHL up to 180 days post-treatment (Figure 2B).

Glabellar Lines Responders

At Day 30, $95% of patients who had received onabotuli-
numtoxinA (in either dose group) demonstrated an
investigator-assessed $1-grade improvement from baseline in
GL severity on the Allergan FWS (responders), compared with
only 14%of patientswho received placebo.More than 63%of
patients demonstrated a$1-grade improvement in GL severity
lasting120dayspost-treatment, andmore than43%ofpatients
maintained a $1-grade improvement in GL severity for 150
days post-treatment in both onabotulinumtoxinA dose groups
(See Supplemental Digital Content, Figure S2, http://links.lww.
com/DSS/B139). Improvement inGL severity persisted through
Day 180 post-treatment in more than 26% of responders.
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Appearance-Related Glabellar Lines
Psychological Impact and
Patient Satisfaction
Patient-reported improvements from baseline scores on
psychological impacts of GL remained higher after onabotu-
linumtoxinA treatment (both dose groups) than with placebo
at all time points through150days for FLO-11 Item5 and180
days for FLO-11 Items 1 and 4 (See Supplemental Digital
Content, Table S2, http://links.lww.com/DSS/B144). More
than 80% of responders reported that they were mostly or
very satisfiedwith the effect of onabotulinumtoxinA treatment

on GL up to 180 days post-treatment in both dosage groups
(Figure 3). Similarly, more than 80% of responders reported
that theyweremostly or very satisfiedwith the natural effect of
onabotulinumtoxinA treatment on GL up to 180 days post-
treatment (See SupplementalDigital Content, Figure S3, http://
links.lww.com/DSS/B140).

Crow’s Feet Lines (Studies 098 and 099)
The pooled analysis of the effects of treatment on CFL
contained 305 patients who received onabotulinumtoxinA
44 U (20 U to GL and 24 U to CFL), 528 patients who

Figure 2. Satisfaction with treatment for FHL. (A) Satisfaction with effect of onabotA treatment on FHL: FLSQ follow-up Item 5 (overall
satisfactionwith treatment). (B) Satisfactionwith the natural effect of onabotA treatment on FHL: FLSQ follow-up Item 4 (satisfaction with
receiving a natural look). Responders were patients who received onabotA and had investigator-assessed $1-grade improvement from
baseline in FHL severity on the FWS at Day 30 (pooled 142/143 studies). *Fewer than 7 patients in the placebo group had a reported$1-
grade improvement fromBL in FHL severity on the FWS at Day 30. BL, baseline; CFL, crow’s feet lines; FHL, forehead lines; FLSQ, Facial
Line Satisfaction Questionnaire; FWS, Facial Wrinkle Scale; GL, glabellar lines; onabotA, onabotulinumtoxinA.
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received onabotulinumtoxinA 24 U (CFL only), and 529
patients who received placebo.

Crow’s Feet Lines Responders

At Day 30, $82% of patients who had received onabotu-
linumtoxinA (either dose group) had an investigator-
assessed $1-grade improvement from baseline in CFL
severity on the Allergan FWS (responders), compared with
only 11% of patients who received placebo. More than
32% of patients achieved a $1-grade improvement in CFL
severity for up to 150 days post-treatment with onabotu-
linumtoxinA (See Supplemental Digital Content, Figure S4,
http://links.lww.com/DSS/B141). Studies 098 and 099
evaluated patients up to Day 150 and 120, respectively11,12;
therefore, duration of response through Day 180 was not
evaluated as was performed for Studies 142 and 143
(Figure 1).

Appearance-Related Crow’s Feet Lines
Psychological Impact and
Patient Satisfaction
Patient-reported improvements from baseline scores on
psychological impacts of CFL remained higher after
onabotulinumtoxinA treatment than with placebo at all
time points through Day 90 for Items 1 and 5 and through
Day 60 for Item 4 (See Supplemental Digital Content, Table
S2, http://links.lww.com/DSS/B144). Nearly 30% of re-
sponders were satisfied or very satisfied with their
appearance for up to 150 days post-treatment with
onabotulinumtoxinA (both dose groups) as assessed by

SASA (See Supplemental Digital Content, Figure S5, http://
links.lww.com/DSS/B142).

Discussion
This subanalysis of pooled data from 4 Phase 3 clinical
studies showed that an investigator-assessed $1-grade
improvement on a 4-point scale in UFL severity at Day 30
was accompanied by patient-assessed improvements in
psychological impact and high patient satisfaction after a
1-time onabotulinumtoxinA treatment that lasted through-
out the study duration (up to 5 months for CFL and GL and
up to 6 months for FHL and GL).

In the pooled 6-month, double-blind, placebo-controlled
phase of the FHL studies,13,14 more than 97% of patients
demonstrated an investigator-assessed $1-grade improve-
ment in FHL severity from baseline at Day 30 (primary time
point) after onabotulinumtoxinA treatment; after 150 days
post-treatment, almost 50% of patients still retained this
improvement. These findings corresponded with higher
FLO-11 response rates, indicating improvements in
appearance-related psychological impact (i.e., feeling both-
ered, looking older than actual age, and looking less
attractive) with onabotulinumtoxinA treatment to the
FHL (20 U, in combination with 20 U to GL with or
without 24 U to CFL) than with placebo at all time points
through 180 days. Moreover, greater than 80% of FHL
responders reported that they were mostly or very satisfied
with the effect of treatment and with the natural effect of
treatment with onabotulinumtoxinA across all time points
through 180 days (6months) post-treatment. Similar results

Figure 3. Satisfaction with treatment for GL. FLSQ follow-up Item 5 (overall satisfaction with treatment). Responders were patients
who received onabotA and had investigator-assessed $1-grade improvement from baseline in GL severity on the FWS at Day 30
(pooled 142/143 studies). *Fewer than 8 patients in the placebo group had a reported$1-grade improvement fromBL in FHL severity
on the FWS at Day 30. BL, baseline; CFL, crow’s feet lines; FHL, forehead lines; FLSQ, Facial Line Satisfaction Questionnaire; FWS,
Facial Wrinkle Scale; GL, glabellar lines; onabotA, onabotulinumtoxinA.
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for both psychological impact and satisfaction were
demonstrated with the pooled 6-month GL analysis.

In the pooled 4- and 5-month, double-blind, placebo-
controlled phase of the CFL studies,11,12 $82% of patients
demonstrated an investigator-assessed $1-grade improve-
ment in CFL severity from baseline at Day 30 (primary time
point) after onabotulinumtoxinA treatment; after 150 days
post-treatment, more than 32%of patients still retained this
improvement. FLO-11 response rates were higher with
onabotulinumtoxinA treatment versus placebo through
Day 90 for Items 1 (feeling bothered) and 5 (looking less
attractive) and through Day 60 for Item 4 (looking older
than actual age) after treatment. Almost 30% of CFL
responders who received onabotulinumtoxinA 24 U for
their CFL were satisfied or very satisfied with their
appearance for up to 150 days (5 months).

The results of the current study are consistent with data
from a clinical trial of another botulinum toxin A formulation
associating efficacy and duration of effect with high patient
satisfaction with treatment of GL and other facial lines. In this
Phase 4 study, abobotulinumtoxinA 50 U was reported to
provide $1-grade improvement in investigator-assessed GL
severity on a validated 4-point photographic scale, along with
high patient satisfaction for up to 4 months.19

The current findings emphasize that a 1-grade improve-
ment in UFL severity—a seemingly minor change to
some—has a substantial impact on patient satisfaction
and corresponds with favorable improvements in psycho-
logical impacts as reported by patients with validated
outcome measures. Altogether, simultaneous treatment of
all 3 UFL (FHL, GL, and CFL) with onabotulinumtoxinA
can result in lasting, clinically meaningful improvements for
up to 180 days (6 months) based on investigator- and
patient-reported outcomes.

Limitations
All studies included in the analyses enrolled only treatment-
naive patients; thus, the results may not apply to patients
with previous exposure to botulinum toxin. The double-
blind phases of the studies also varied in length: Studies 142
and 143 were 180 days, Study 098 was 150 days, and Study
099 was 120 days. Therefore, data regarding persistence of
response through the full 6-month period were not obtained
across all studies (the maximum follow-up period in 2 of the
studies was 4 and 5 months).

Not all studies used the same satisfaction questionnaires.
The CFL studies were originally conducted between 2010 and
2011, whereas the FHL studies were conducted between 2014
and 2016; at the time of the CFL studies, the FLSQ had not
been validated and sowas not used.Differences in rating scales
and questionnaires used to evaluate efficacy by other
manufacturers, as well as product noninterchangeability,
make it difficult to compare and contrast the findings of this
study with similar data on other botulinum toxin A
formulations. In addition, the simultaneous treatment of all

3 areas (FHL, GL, and CFL) is likely associated with a higher
level of patient satisfaction compared with treatment of 1 or 2
areas; however, only a subset of patients (in Study 143)
received simultaneous UFL treatment. To this end, clinical
outcomes, including patient-reported psychological impact
and satisfaction,may be further improved by evaluating safety
and efficacy studies in which all 3 UFL areas are treated
simultaneously. It is worthwhile to note that, as of thiswriting,
onabotulinumtoxinA is the only neurotoxin approved for the
treatment of all 3 types of UFL.

Conclusion
Treatment of UFL (FHL, GL, and CFL) with onabotuli-
numtoxinA leads to long-lasting, clinically meaningful
outcomes based on both investigator- and patient-
reported outcomes from 4 studies ranging from 4 to 6
months’ duration. This pooled analysis demonstrates that a
$1-grade improvement with onabotulinumtoxinA as
assessed by investigators is a clinically meaningful outcome
in UFL because it is associated with improved psychological
impact and high patient satisfaction for up to 6 months.
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